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review helpful Ok By Reader Written by Hoffman and Rosenkranz and published in 1997 lsquo Substance Its Nature 
and Existence rsquo is an installment in Routledge rsquo s lsquo The Problems of Philosophy rsquo series As a 
philosophical subject lsquo Substance has been a leading idea in the history of Western philosophy Joshua Hoffman 
and Gary S Rosenkrantz explain the nature and existence of individual substances including both living things and 
inanimate objects Specifically written for students new to this important and often complex subject Substance provides 
both the historical and contemporary overview of the debate Great Philosophers of the past such as Aristotle Descartes 
The issues discussed are at the center of one of the most lively debates in contemporary metaphysics and the position 
Hoffman and Rosenkrantz stake out is appealing and carefully articulated Their views deserve careful attention from 
philosophers working 
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